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NOTICEBOARD

ULEMHAS has had another good year; Short Courses,
Lectures, Study Days, Visits and Tours have all been very well
attended and we have been encouraged by your support to put
on a longer course on Classical Art and Architecture led by
Christina Grande. According to your response we shall consider
offering longer courses regularly. The other courses this autumn
will be led by Lyn Rodley and Clare Ford-Wille. In spring 2013
Christina Grande will complete her course. John McNeill will
continue his account of the English Parish Church and Kasia
Murawska-Muthesis will treat the origins of Caricature in Early
Modern Italy. Such a successful programme has generated a
surplus and following the precedent we instituted last year, we
have distributed this to some of the institutions which are
suffering in the current harsh climate for the arts. All of us who
have studied, or just have an interest in, the history of art know
how much we owe our museums and galleries and appreciate
the value of our access to their collections. We aim to assist
them in their small scale projects to display or conserve objects
which might not be accessible otherwise. This year we have
been able to help the Dulwich Gallery frame a painting of The
Infant Christ Asleep so that it can be included in the exhibition
on Murillo the Gallery is holding next year. The Royal Asiatic
Society owns some rare and important 18th- and 19thcentury aquatints by Thomas Danieli which need conservation
and reframing before they can go on display. At the Victoria &
Albert Museum we have provided enough money to enable the
curators to make special storage boxes for the fragile items in
the Architectural Drawings collection. Many of us have
consulted the Corpus Vitrearum Medii Aevi in our research and
our donation will help them to scan and make accessible a
collection of photographic plates taken by J. W. Knowles, a 19th
century photographer and glass maker of York. With our help a
timely project has been launched at the Soane Museum to
encourage local schoolchildren to look at the origins of the
Olympic Games and make their own images based on the
Cawdor Vase, a volute krater in the Museum. Finally, in
recognition of how much we owe to Birkbeck, we have set
aside a sum to help postgraduate students complete their
studies with help in printing, copyright and conference costs.
To set up and carry through such a full and varied
programme takes a great deal of time and hard work and we
wondered if there are any members who would be prepared to
join a small group to meet on an occasional basis to plan and
run our courses.
To conclude, I should like to thank the Committee for all their
hard work. The Review Panel would like to thank all our authors
for their contributions.
Jacqueline Leigh
Members' Forum
We welcome comments and suggestions from ULEMHAS
members on any aspect of the Society's activities. Your letters
will be printed in our Autumn supplement if space allows.
Please send them to Jacqueline Leigh, 56 Thornhill Road,
London N1 1JY or email her at erewhon@waitrose.com.
FRONT COVER: Maisie Maud Broadhead. Keep Them
Sweet, 2010, Digital C-type print, 125x96 cm. Represented
by Sarah Myerscough Fine Art, London. Image © Maisie
Broadhead (see article pages 3-5)
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SEDUCED BY ART:

PHOTOGRAPHY PAST A N D PRESENT
THE NATIONAL GALLERY, LONDON, 31 OCTOBER 2012 - 20 JANUARY 2013
Hope Kingsley and Christopher Riopelle

Fig. 1 : Julia Margaret Cameron, Light and Love, 1865. Albumen silver print from collodion negative, 26x21.6
© Wilson Centre for Photography

What is the connection between the history of painting, the
earliest decades of photography, and work by some of the
most innovative photographers active today? This autumn a
ground-breaking exhibition at the National Gallery, Seduced
by Art: Photography Past and Present, considers the threeway relationship between historical painting and nineteenthcentury photography, and their impact on contemporary
photographic practice. The artistic aims, visual styles, and
technical approaches shared by early and recent
photographers are compared through a thematic display of
traditional genres like portraiture, still life, and landscape.
The exhibition emphasises the continued relevance to
photographers of historical material, not least the paintings of
the National Gallery itself, several of which are added to the
provocative mix.

cm.

Today, photography is widely acknowledged as a valid
pictorial form alongside the traditional graphic arts. The Royal
Academy welcomes photographs in the Summer Exhibition,
while public art institutions such as the V&A incorporate
photography departments with teams of curators and
dedicated galleries. The art market follows this lead, and
major auction houses and private galleries sell photographs
alongside pieces in other media. Thus, it is no surprise that
connections between photography and other arts are
reflected in exhibitions such as the Royal Academy's recent
show, Degas and the Ballet, which presented Edgar Degas'
photographic studies alongside his paintings and drawings.
Other projects have turned the tables: mid nineteenthcentury photography is often associated with Pre-Raphaelite
painting, while exhibitions of twentieth-century art frequently
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Fig. 2: Roger Fenton, Paradise, View down the Hodder,
Stonyhurst, 1859. Albumen silver print from collodion
negative, 28 x 28.2 cm. © Wilson Centre for Photography

include photographs alongside works in other media by the
same artists. Other shows have matched present-day
practitioners with their historical inspirations: notably, the
National Gallery's Encounters exhibition of 2000
commissioned Jeff Wall's photographic response to George
Stubbs' Whistlejacket (about 1762), and Wall was also
represented in the 2006 installation of Correspondances, the
Musée d'Orsay's ongoing series of displays.
Over the last thirty years, Wall has taken the lead in
revising modern photography's long mistrust of art history as
a legitimate subject, and it is fitting that the exhibition opens
with his earliest work in this vein. The Destroyed Room (1978)
is hung alongside Eugène Delacroix's The Death of
Sardanapalus (1827), represented by an early studio copy.
Wall's staged composition combines real elements in an
imagined scenario, an approach that can be found in Oscar
Gustav Rejlander's elaborate composite tableau, The Two
Ways of Life (1857). Rejlander's theatrical piece plays with
Victorian moral anxieties in a pictorial structure derived from
Raphael's Vatican fresco Philosophy (known as The School of
Athens, 1509-10) and Thomas Couture's The Romans of the
Decadence (1847), and the exhibition will include versions of
both of these widely-influential works.
Portraiture was the dominant genre of photography's first
decades, a veritable 'craze' for the Victorian middle classes,
whose advancement happily coincided with the rise of
photography and fed its profits. Here are the earliest works in
the exhibition; painted miniatures alongside daguerreotypes,
which connect to contemporary portrayals by Bettina von
Zwehl and Maud Suiter. Craigie Horsfield's darkly Baroque
vision shares the aesthetic sensibility of Anthony van Dyck's
portrait of Giovanni Battista Cattaneo (about 1625-7) and
David Wilkie Wynfield's early 1860s photograph after Van

Dyck. Social portraiture productively meshes historical and
contemporary practice, and Tina Barney's sharply drawn
study of privilege stands alongside Martin Parr's provocative
take on the genre; they flank Thomas Gainsborough's Mr and
Mrs Andrews (1750).
Figure studies have been a controversial subject for
photography since the early days of the medium. Within ten
years of photography's invention, artists' studies of nudes
and erotica constituted a highly profitable genre. In the
1860s, such images sparked a debate on whether a
photographic figure study could elicit the same aesthetic and
intellectual response as a painted 'nude', or was simply a
sensational (and usually censored) picture of unidealised
nakedness. Today, the genre is subject to a more complex
moral structure founded on a politicised debate about
representation and power relations. This encouraged Richard
Learoyd to challenge convention in a male nude whose
posture echoes Ingres' odalisques. Learoyd's large colour
photograph of a tattooed man - an image that exists in a
unique state - is exhibited here for the first time.
Julia Margaret Cameron is a key artist in this exhibition, for
her inspired pictures of high art subjects are among the finest
photographs of the mid-nineteenth century. The gracefully
posed figures in Light and Love (1865) (Fig. 1) re-envision the
narratives and style of Italian painting in soft outlines and
luminous tonal values that were unconventional photographic
modes for the time. Cameron's work is shown at the physical
heart of the exhibition, along with Maisie Broadhead's
splendid reclamation of a French Baroque allegory, Keep
Them Sweet (2010) (cover), which recasts Simon Vouet's
tableau La Richesse (about 1635) in terms of Broadhead's
family and her practice as an artist in many media.
A number of contemporary practitioners have worked
directly from paintings in the National Gallery's collection.
Jorma Puranen's 2011 photograph of Francisco da Goya's
portrait of the Duke of Wellington (1812-14) has been made
especially for this exhibition. The show also highlights two Ori
Gersht works inspired by National Gallery paintings: Blow Up
No. 5 (2007) will hang next to Henri Fantin-Latour's The Rosy
Wealth of June (1886), while Gersht's time-based piece, The
Big Bang 2 (2007), based on Jan van Huysum's Hollyhocks
and Other Flowers in a Vase (1702-20), is one of a number of
artists' films featured in the exhibition cinema. The temporal
aspect of Gersht's work is an interesting contrast with 1840s
and 1850s photographic still lifes, whose lack of animation
was ideal for early slow exposures. Still life subjects were
also used for experiments with the translation of colour into
monochrome, for full-colour photography was not feasible
until the early 1900s. A fine example is Roger Fenton's
elaborate 1860 arrangement of fruit and flowers. It can be
read as a vanitas work, part of a tradition revisited by current
practitioners such as Sam Taylor-Wood and Nan Goldin.
In landscape, early photographers were exhilarated by
their medium's potential to capture the transient beauties of
the world, and their work matched the development of plein
air paintings, whose precedents included John Constable in
England and the Barbizon school in France. Roger Fenton's
Paradise, View down the Hodder of 1859 (Fig. 2) had a
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Fig. 3: John Constable, The Cornfield, 1826. Oil on canvas, 143 x 122 cm.
The National Gallery, London. Photo © The National Gallery, London

nostalgic appeal for audiences whose modern
lives were urban and industrialised. Contemporary
landscape can fulfil a similar role for both viewer
and practitioner; Richard Billingham's Hedgerow
(New Forest) (2003) (Fig. 4) is the carefully
composed result of his search for a rural idyll. It
will, for the first time, be seen alongside its
source, Constable's The Cornfield (1826) (Fig. 3).
This is one of three interventions in the exhibition
where contemporary photographs will be
introduced alongside National Gallery paintings in
the permanent collection. Casual visitors will
come upon them by surprise, and it will spur them
to visit the exhibition proper.
Seduced by Art juxtaposes time periods and
media to realign our perceptions of the qualities
we look for in a work of art, whether painted or
photographed. It compares old and new
photographic working methods, from 1850s
composite photographs to recent digital
manipulations, nineteenth-century stereographs
to contemporary diptychs, and archaic
photomechanical imprints to modern ink jet
photographs. These parallels in choice of
technology and materials are linked to underlying
artistic concerns in the publication that
accompanies the exhibition. It - and the
exhibition - argue for the legacy of historical work
in contemporary practice and the fundamental
intellectual, aesthetic, and experiential appeal of
photographs as pictures.
Seduced by Art: Photography Past and Present
is the first major exhibition of photography ever
mounted at the National Gallery. It takes place in
the Sainsbury Wing temporary exhibition galleries
from 31 October 2012 to 20 January 2013, in the
adjacent cinema and at various points in the
permanent collection. It will travel to CaixaForum
Barcelona from 21 February to 19 May 2013 and
to CaixaForum Madrid from 18 June to 15
September 2013. The show includes almost 90
photographs alongside selected paintings from
the National Gallery collection. Important
historical and contemporary photographs are
coming from the Wilson Centre for Photography,
the V&A, the Tate, the National Media Museum,
Bradford, and Fundació La Caixa, Spain.
Seduced by Art: Photography Past and Present is
curated by Hope Kingsley, Curator for Education
and Collections at the Wilson Centre for
Photography, and Christopher Riopelle, Curator of
Post 1800 Paintings at the National Gallery.

Fig. 4: Richard Billingham, Hedgerow (New Forest), 2003. LightJet print mounted
on aluminium, 122 x 155 cm (framed) Southampton City Art Gallery. © The Artist,
Courtesy Anthony Reynolds Gallery, London
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THE WORKS OF MERCY IN ITALIAN
MEDIEVAL ART (c.1050-c.1400)
Federico Botana
Some amongst you may have visited a church in rural
Norfolk, for example, St Mary, Moulton, and discovered a
medieval murai of a laywoman offering bread or a garment to
a poor man, or standing by a deathbed. These are
representations of works of mercy. What are the works of
mercy? They are opera misericordiae, acts of charity in the
eyes of God. Between the eleventh and the thirteenth
centuries, theologians elaborated two canonical septenaries
of works of mercy. The first consists of corporal good deeds
(feeding the hungry, giving drink to the thirsty, lodging the
stranger, clothing the naked, visiting the sick, visiting
prisoners, and burying the dead); the second includes only
spiritual ones (teaching the ignorant, counselling the doubtful,
comforting the sorrowful, reproving the sinner, forgiving
injuries, bearing with those who trouble and annoy us, and
praying for the living and the dead). The origin of the first six
corporal works is in the 'Prophecy of the Last Judgement' in
Matthew 25. Here, Christ declares that only those who
assisted his 'least brethren' can attain salvation, for in helping
them, they were helping Him. Mercy defines a relationship of
reciprocity between common mortals and Christ and has a
bearing on every form of human interaction. According to
Thomas Aquinas 'as regards external works, the sum total of
the Christian religion consists in mercy' (Summa Theologica,
II, II, Q.30, 4.2). The evidence provided in my book suggests
that representations of the works were common in medieval
Italy (as elsewhere in Western Europe), especially in the
buildings of confraternities and hospitals, parish churches
and neighbourhood chapels, places that have been
particularly exposed to destruction. Despite the importance
of the works of mercy, this is the first monograph on their
representation in the Middle Ages.
In Italy, representations of the works of mercy have
survived in frescoes, panel paintings, sculptures and
illuminated manuscripts. I was drawn to the subject during
my last year as a BA student at Birkbeck. I wrote my BA
dissertation on one of these examples and decided to carry
out doctoral research on all of them. These forgotten images,
I then realised, had much to tell us about issues that were
central to medieval society. First of all, to what degree were
theologians encouraging new ways of poor relief by
establishing canonical septenaries of works of mercy — and
vice versa, were theologians inspired by real practices? At a
time when commerce and banking were rapidly developing,
were the works performed as penance for the sin of avarice?
To what extent are images of the works reliable documents of
medieval charitable practices? Were the works considered
the ideal means of exchange in a virtuous Christian society?
Finally, did images of the works serve funerary functions?

Fig. 1: Benedetto Antelami, Visiting the Sick, detail of the Six
Works of Mercy, red marble carving, 1196. Parma, Baptistery

This book is structured around these five central questions.
After a brief introductory chapter, I look at the oldest
representations of the subject, dating from the eleventh and
twelfth centuries. These include the cycle of the works in the
panel painting of the Last Judgement by Nicolò and Giovanni
(1061-71) in the Vatican Museums, and the reliefs by
Benedetto Antelami in the Baptistery at Parma (1196). In the
context of the Gregorian Reform, the insertion of the works
within representations of the Last Judgement demonstrated
that the patrimony of the Church was the patrimony of the
poor. Those who
ignored this
precept were to
suffer eternal
damnation. At the
same time, by
establishing a
canonical list of
works of mercy,
theologians
created a system
of categories and
subcategories; for
Hugh of SaintVictor, 'all needs of
human life are
reunited and
represented in the
works of mercy'
(De sacramentis,
PL 176, 527 A-C).
Fig. 2: Maestro del Undicesimo
Therefore, a work
like visiting the sick Nicchione, Feeding the Hungry, detail
would include any of the Six Works of Mercy, fresco,
c.1370-80. Parma, Baptistery
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Fig. 3: Unknown sculptor, Teaching the Ignorant, detail of the
Spiritual Works of Mercy, white marble carving, 1323-24.
Viterbo, Santa Maria della Salute

type of assistance to ill persons. This is demonstrated by a
carving in the Baptistery at Parma (Fig. 1) where this work is
illustrated with a benefactor washing the diseased leg of a
man. Washing the feet of poor individuals had a liturgical
significance; in Parma, I argue, the subject is also shown as a
hygienic procedure.
In Chapter 3, I explore how the preachers of the mendicant
orders stimulated the laity to perform the works of mercy as a
means of penance for the sin of avarice. This chapter is
dedicated to an illuminated manuscript intended for a lay
reader, the Esposizone del Paternostro, executed in Florence
or Pisa c.1340. Its illustrations present the works of mercy as
investments for the afterlife, echoing an argument recurrently
used by mendicant preachers: 'to give to the poor is to lend to
God with interest, to be returned more than a thousandfold'.
Some scenes in this cycle represent practices which were
common among confraternities like Or San Michele, among
whose members we find some of the richest Florentine
families.
In the following chapter, I investigate the extent to which
images of the works of mercy can be used as sources of
information. A remarkable example is a fresco of the seven
corporal works of mercy painted in the interior of the
Baptistery at Parma c.1370-80 (Fig. 2). This fresco represents
the activities of an important confraternity, the Consortium of
the Living and the Dead. Benefactors left bequests to this
institution for the celebration of commemorative masses after
their death. These were often followed by charitable
distributions of bread and wine, which, in some instances,
benefited common beggars, like those portrayed in the fresco.
Another interesting case is the portal of the oratory of Santa
Maria della Salute in Viterbo (1322-23), where we discover a
rare cycle of the spiritual works of mercy (Fig. 3). This oratory
was attached to a hospital where repentant women lived in
seclusion. Details in the reliefs demonstrate that this hospital
was run by a lay confraternity and suggest that its aim was to
publicise Christian dogma among those considered prone to
heretic beliefs.
In Chapter 5, I explore how images present us with a vision
of a virtuous Christian society in which the works of mercy are

Fig. 4: Unknown painter, the Seven Works of Mercy, fresco,
c.1320-30. San Vittore del Lazio, San Nicola

the privileged means of human interaction. Central to this
chapter is the Allegory of Mercy', a fresco painted in the
headquarters of the Florentine confraternity of the Misericordia
in 1341-42. It shows a monumental female figure wearing an
ecclesiastical cope decorated with medallions illustrating the
corporal works of mercy. This figure, on a literal level,
represents the confraternity and its charitable functions; on an
allegorical level, it stands for the Church of the Faithful, whose
members are united in the Eucharist and in the performance of
the works. In this chapter, I also consider the works from the
point of view of ritual and conclude that their performance
served to recreate a vision of a harmonious society.
The final chapter is about the functions of representations
of works of mercy. I focus on the examples that probably
served funerary purposes. Whilst images of the subject could
be used as didactic tools, especially for the religious
edification of confraternity members, they could also serve as
records of the good deeds performed by a particular
individual. These visual records, like votive images, would
reinforce their chances of a blessed afterlife. An example is
the fresco cycle in the parish church of San Nicola in San
Vittore del Lazio, a village near Montecassino (Fig. 4). This
cycle was financed post-mortem by a parish priest, who
probably ran the confraternity that met in the church, precisely
in the aisle where the fresco was painted.
In brief, my intention has been to shed light on important
aspects of medieval life and to resurrect an important pictorial
subject, until now mostly overlooked by art historians.
Solidarity is an unchanging characteristic of the human
condition. Yet, the manner in which solidarity is codified and
expressed changes according to the period. Whilst helping our
fellow humans is today for most of us a humanitarian matter, in
the Middle Ages it was, to a large extent, motivated by fear of
eternal punishment.
Federico Botana was born in Buenos Aires, moved to Paris and
then to London where he studied at Birkbeck and the
Courtauld; he has taught at the Courtauld and Birkbeck and
was granted a Postdoctoral Fellowship to write the book on
which this article is based. He is now working as a researcher
at the University of Reading. Dr Botana's book, The Works of
Mercy in Italian Medieval Art (c.1050-c.1400), is in production
with Brepols Publishers, 2012.
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THE INGENIOUS J O H N CARTER
Terry Friedman
John Carter (1748-1817) was among the foremost late
Georgian antiquaries, author of numerous studies on the
great cathedrals of the Middle Ages and their decoration, as
well as 212 lengthy polemical articles published under the
title 'Pursuits of Architectural Innovation' in The Gentleman's
Magazine between 1798 and his death. Admired today as
an exceptional draughtsman and for his attempt to prevent
James Wyatt's election to the Society of Antiquaries of
London in the 1790s (albeit unsuccessful), he also was and
remains celebrated for his uncompromising stand on the
necessity for medieval authenticity in church architecture.
However, as an architectural designer and practitioner
Carter has been largely ignored by modern historians, a
situation hardly helped by the loss of all but a few of in any
case a slim body of firmly documented works. Most notable
of these is the now only partially surviving Gothic-style
St Peter's Catholic Chapel at Winchester, Hampshire (179192), the first free-standing structure of its kind erected since
the Reformation.
Few recent commentators have seriously explored this
latter aspect of his contribution to the profession and in
particular the series of 185 engraved plates assembled at
the beginning of his career and issued collectively by the
London bookseller Francis Newbery in 1774 under the title
of The Builder's Magazine ... For Architects, Carpenters,
Masons, Bricklayers, &c ... Consisting of Designs in
Architecture, In Every Stile and Taste ... By A Society of
Architects. In the hope of once again attracting attention the
present modest offering aims to introduce unsuspecting
readers to two unusually compelling examples from this
fascinating collection which are memorable not only for their
recherché nature as building types but also for their
ingenuity of design.

diameter, which (when the entertainment is ready) is to be
opened in the middle, and each half to slide into the
thickness of the flooring; a double stair-case will then be
discovered for the conveniency of servants coming up and
down [F and G], having an ascent two ways, up which are
brought chairs and tables, so contrived as to join together,
and form a large circular table [K], round which the company
being placed, the dinner is served up in the same manner,
the servants waiting in the middle [I]; after which every thing
is removed, and the false flooring closes as before'. The
dining area is top-lit by an octagonal, windowed cupola. An
irregular suite of apartments containing a 'Withdrawing¬
room' (L), 'Dressing-room' (M) and 'Water-closet' (N) fills the
rear bay of the 'Collonade' (B). The basement kitchen is lit
by circular windows.
This is not far removed from Thomas Jefferson's
eminently functional contraption installed at Monticello in
Virginia (1768-1809), where two dumb-waiters secreted on
either side of the ground floor dining room chimneypiece
convey bottles of wine from the cellars.

Design for a Hunting Villa
This villa (Fig. 1) intended in Carter's words, 'for the meeting
of company in the morning previous to the sport, and
afterwards to return to and finish the diversions of the day,
by partaking of an elegant rural repast', was 'to be situated
in the Center of a Forest' and appropriately featured Doriclike columns transformed from 'rough bodies of trees'. The
probable origin of this rustic order is 'The Primitive Buildings
... Second sort of Huts' as illustrated in A Treatise on The
Decorative Part of Civil Architecture (1759) by Sir William
Chambers, who observed: 'Having, says Vitruvius, marked
out the space to be occupied by the hut, they fixed in the
ground several upright trunks of trees to form the sides ...
beams were laid on the upright trunks ... and served to
support the ... roof ... raised in the middle'. Its outstanding
'new' component is the centre of the 'Saloon' (marked D on
the plan) contrived as 'a circular false flooring ten feet

Fig. 1: John Carter, 'The Elevation and Plan of the principal
Story, of a Design for a Hunting Villa', Plate XLII, in The
Builder's Magazine ... By a Society of Architects, 1774, pp. 2324 (Author's collection).
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Fig. 2: John Carter, 'The Plans and Elevation of a Design for a Musical Pavillion. To the memory of George Frederick Handel',
1778, Plate CLXX, in The Builder's Magazine, 1774, pp. 91, 93 (Author's collection).

Design for a Musical Pavilion to the
Memory of George Frederick Handel
This pavilion (Fig. 2), dated 1 May and 1 June 1778, is a
homage by Carter to the great composer, of whom he was
an 'enraptured admirer' . The scheme is a spectacular
composition in the manner of G. N. Servandoni's temporary
structure for the Public Fire Works celebrating the Peace of
Aix-la-Chapelle on 17 April 1749 held in St James's Park,
London, for which Handel composed the famous music.
If erected Carter's fabric would have measured 128 feet
square by 94 feet high, though no site was specified nor any
indication of its longevity. The composition is stately and
formal. On the ground floor are 'Arcades for company to
walk' (marked E on the plan), encircling a 'Grand saloon' (F);
staircases and landings ascend to terraces and finally to a
domed Ionic open Gloriette-like pavilion crowned by a
trumpeting statue of Fame (N). In its centre raised on a
pedestal 'the figure of Handel' (O) stands in a gesture of
conducting and embellished by a putto and a base viol. The
group combines elements from L-F. Roubiliac's well-known
statue of the composer made for Vauxhall Gardens (1738,
now in the Victoria and Albert Museum) and his monument
in Westminster Abbey (1762). Carter's design is
accompanied by a eulogistic poem which opens
'To thy great name, I dedicate this pile'
and closes
'For oh, no mortal, more deserv'd the skies,
Who has made millions, with uplifting eyes,
Adore their maker! - Tun'd by thee to sing,
The praises of our mighty heavnly king.'
No comparable architectural extravaganza praising an
English composer, except that by Carter to Purcell (also
unrealised), had ever before been proposed.
5

Dr Terry Friedman is an historian specialising in British
eighteenth-century architecture. He took a PhD on James
Gibbs at the Courtauld Institute, is the author of James

Gibbs, 1984, and most recently of The Eighteenth-century
Church in Britain, 2011 (see Book List, page 15) (both
published by Yale University Press) and has written widely on
various aspects of Georgian buildings as well as on sculpture
between 1700 and the present day. He served as Keeper of
Decorative Art Studies at Temple Newsam House (19691980) and then as Principal Keeper of the City Art Gallery
and Henry Moore Centre for the Study of Sculpture at Leeds
until 1993. He is now retired.
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J. Mordaunt Crook, John Carter and the Mind of the
Gothic Revival, Vol. 17 of Occasional Papers from The
Society of Antiquaries of London, 1995, listing all his
published writings. For his life see H. Colvin, A
Biographical Dictionary of British Architects 1600-1840,
New Haven and London, 2008, pp. 231-33.
T. Friedman, 'John Carter (1748-1817) and the late
Georgian struggle for Gothic authenticity' in C. Webster
ed., Episodes in the Gothic Revival: Six Church
Architects, Reading, 2011, Chapter 1.
'Of The Origin and Progress of Building', p. 74, Pl. I. For a
further commentary on this theme see J. Rykwert, On
Adam's House in Paradise: The Idea of the Primitive Hut
in Architectural History, New York, 1972, Chapter 3.
S. R. Stein, The Worlds of Thomas Jefferson at
Monticello, New York, 1993, pp. 79-82.
'I am an humble performer, and an enraptured admirer of
harmonious sounds, such as Purcell raised, or Handel
created' wrote Carter in The Gentleman's Magazine,
March 1799, p. 189). The Builder's Magazine, 1774, Pl.
CLXVI, p. 89, dated April 1778, represents 'a Design for a
Musical Pavillion To the Memory of Henry Purcell',
Carter's other composer hero.
The Gentleman's Magazine, April and May 1749, pp. 18687, 201, fig. V.
D. Bindman and M. Baker, Roubiliac and the EighteenthCentury Monument Sculpture as Theatre, New Haven and
London, 1995, pls. 28, 37, 80-1, 192-3, XIII.
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MODERN ART A N D
CHRISTIAN FAITH
Richard Harries
The poet and artist David Jones, writing in the 1930s, said
that he and his contemporaries were conscious of "The
Break". By this he meant the loss of a unified cultural and
religious ideology, with the result that the work of artists was
now "idiosyncratic and personal in expression and
experimental in technique, intimate and private rather than
public and corporate". Writing after World War II he said that
what he had described earlier was then even more
pronounced. Today the situation, particularly for artists who
want to relate in some way to traditional religious
iconography, is yet more acute.
In addition to this there is an even greater challenge,
which has been with Christian artists from the time of the
catacombs. How, in depicting earthly realities, can a
transcendent dimension be indicated? This is a particular
problem for Christianity, which believes that the Divine has
been fully manifested in an ordinary human life but one which
was essentially hidden by ordinary human standards. Each
generation of artists has found different ways of doing this,
from the first Christians who drew on aspects of both Apollo
and Dionysius in depicting
Jesus in order to indicate
one aspect of divinity and
Jupiter another, to an
expressionist like Emile
Nolde (1867-1956) who
used vivid colours and a
kind of suppressed violence
in his painting in order to
shock the viewer into
seeing something different
from the ordinary.
There is a further aspect
to the challenge for those
familiar with Europe's
cultural legacy, which is
that images which once
spoke so powerfully to their
time have for us, through
endless stale imitation,
gone dead. For this
educated group it is not
their lack of familiarity with
Fig. 1: Ecce Homo 1934/5
donated to Coventry Cathedral the images but their
after Jacob Epstein's death by overfamiliarity with poor
copies that is the problem.
his widow, where it stands in
Here I consider some of the
the ruins of the old cathedral.
ways
in which a few of
Subiaco Stone, 300 cms

those artists who wanted to relate to traditional religious
iconography have tried to meet these challenges.
First, Jacob Epstein (1880-1959), of Jewish background,
but who sculpted a number of major works on Christian
themes. His best known religious commission is probably St
Michael and the Devil on the outside of Coventry Cathedral, a
commission which reflected the revival of confidence in
religious art after World War II. This is a fine work,
immediately accessible to the visitor. But when we turn into
the bombed cathedral, there amongst the ruins is his Ecce
Homo (Fig. 1), which created an uproar when it was first
carved, and which was donated to the Cathedral much later,
after Epstein's death. This is a looming, implacable Christ,
brooding in judgement on a self-destroying world. It is here,
rather than in the St Michael, that we see one of the major
accomplishments of modern religious art. Epstein had a
major interest in African art and had one of the best
collections of it, as well as an interest in Aztec art. It was this
contact with the art of other, and sometimes earlier, cultures
such as Cycladic, that provided him and so many other
artists of the time with an energy and style that helped to
revitalise a tired European tradition.
A second source of energy was often an intense personal
vision of life. Sometimes this went with a devout orthodox
faith, as it did with the Roman Catholic Georges Rouault
(1871-1958). With others, however, the vision was often
highly idiosyncratic. For Marc Chagall (1887-1985) it was the
intense mystical Judaism of his childhood combined with an
image of the cross as representing the suffering of humanity,
especially his own Jewish people, which inspired him. For
Stanley Spencer (1891-1959), though he attended the local
Anglican church, his vision was of everything resurrected into
true life now, a life in which sexual feelings and religious
feelings were all merged into one intense response which
made him see beauty in the most unlikely places, and
holiness in the most ordinary tasks. All his life he painted
Biblical scenes. For me, the most moving is his series Christ
in the Wilderness, now in the Art Gallery of Western Australia
in Perth. In the reproduction shown here (Fig. 2) Christ gazes
at the scorpion in his hand with pathos and pity. Is this how
God looks down on us poor human beings as we so cruelly
sting one another to death?
Whereas Stanley Spencer found his own visual voice fairly
early and kept consistently to it through all the changes of
fashion, others struggled long and hard. One example of this
was Albert Herbert (1925-2008) who found himself totally out
of sympathy with the American Abstract Impressionism of
the time. When teaching at St Martin's he used to creep
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Fig. 2: Stanley
Spencer. The
Scorpion, 1939, part
of the Christ in the
Wilderness Series in
The Art Gallery of
Western Australia in
Perth. Oil on canvas,
56 x 56 cm

down to the basement to recover the confidence to draw
again by looking at children's drawings. A newfound
Christian faith helped him discover both himself and his true
style as he sought to respond to the wonder in things.
Herbert, like Norman Adams (1927-2005), was early
championed by Sister Wendy Beckett. Though primarily
known for his land- and seascapes Norman Adams
produced one of the most remarkable series of religious
paintings of the 20th century, the Stations of the Cross for St
Mary's Roman Catholic Church in Mulberry Street,
Manchester. These, like so many Christian paintings of that
terrible century stress agonised suffering. But the image I
have chosen here, The Golden Crucifixion (Fig. 3), is unusual
in that it seeks to offer a dimension of hope, as well as the
tragic. For the early church the Cross and the Resurrection
of Christ were seen together as part of one saving event.
Adams has managed to convey something of this integrated
view.
Two features of today's scene can be noted. First, the
number of big names whose works often have resonances
with the Christian faith, such as Bill Viola, Damien Hirst and
Mark Wallinger. Secondly, the number of artists, not
particularly well known at the moment, who are very
committed to exploring Christian themes in a wide range of
styles, and who are receiving commissions, among them
Peter Ball, Mark Cazalet, Nicholas Mynheer and Roger
Wagner. Wagner is particularly interesting. It was a trip to
Venice as a schoolboy, where he saw a surrealist exhibition,
that first opened his eyes to the potential of art, and his own

Fig. 3: Norman Adams. The Golden Crucifixion, 1993.
Watercolour on paper, 114 x 168 cm. Beaux Arts, London

Fig. 4: Roger Wagner. Menorah, 1993. Oil on canvas, 157.4 x
195.9 cm. Ashmolean Museum, and now hanging in St Giles
Church, Oxford

work manages to combine in an extraordinary way a minute
attention to detail together with a haunting other dimension.
He is not afraid of depicting biblical stories in what seems a
traditional manner, but in a modern setting with an almost
hallucinatory effect. His Menorah (Fig. 4), (owned by the
Ashmolean Museum, which can be seen in St Giles Church,
Oxford) depicts the cooling towers of Didcot Power Station,
which dominate the Oxfordshire landscape. But these
towers are both the Jewish Menorah and the gas ovens of
Auschwitz. Below them are three tiny crucified figures whilst
over the clay loam, an unearthly light of judgement shows
up grief-stricken Jewish figures.
Although modern art has so often been seen as an
enemy of religious faith, I believe that faced with the three
challenges mentioned earlier, it has turned out to be a
blessing. Modernism liberated serious Christian artists from
representative literalism. Even when a semi-representative
element is present, the modernist element will be a factor in
making the viewer realise that it is about something more
than can be seen with the naked eye. Some of this
modernism in religious art found its flowering in wonderful
stained glass, for example that of John Piper (1903-1992)
and Chagall. Furthermore, despite the belief of many that
there has been little religious art of merit in the last hundred
years, there turns out to be a significant amount, much by
well-known artists. Elisabeth Frink (1930-1993), for example,
had a number of church commissions, as did Graham
Sutherland (1903-1980) and John Piper. There are other
artists whose reputation will grow. Sometimes these artists
consciously adhered to a particular religious tradition but
sometimes they just knew themselves to be religious in a
way that they found difficult to explain further.
Richard Harries is Gresham Professor of Divinity. His lectures
on Christian Faith and Modern Art can be seen, heard and
downloaded by going to Gresham College's website. He is
the author of Art and the Beauty of God : A Christian
Understanding (London, 1993) and The Passion in Art
(Farnham, 2004).
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Fig. 3: John Constable, The Cornfield, 1826. Oil on canvas, 143x 122 cm.
The National Gallery, London. Photo © The National Gallery, London

nostalgic appeal for audiences whose modern
lives were urban and industrialised. Contemporary
landscape can fulfil a similar role for both viewer
and practitioner; Richard Billingham's Hedgerow
(New Forest) (2003) (Fig. 4) is the carefully
composed result of his search for a rural idyll. It
will, for the first time, be seen alongside its
source, Constable's The Cornfield (1826) (Fig. 3).
This is one of three interventions in the exhibition
where contemporary photographs will be
introduced alongside National Gallery paintings in
the permanent collection. Casual visitors will
come upon them by surprise, and it will spur them
to visit the exhibition proper.
Seduced by Art juxtaposes time periods and
media to realign our perceptions of the qualities
we look for in a work of art, whether painted or
photographed. It compares old and new
photographic working methods, from 1850s
composite photographs to recent digital
manipulations, nineteenth-century stereographs
to contemporary diptychs, and archaic
photomechanical imprints to modern ink jet
photographs. These parallels in choice of
technology and materials are linked to underlying
artistic concerns in the publication that
accompanies the exhibition. It - and the
exhibition - argue for the legacy of historical work
in contemporary practice and the fundamental
intellectual, aesthetic, and experiential appeal of
photographs as pictures.
Seduced by Art: Photography Past and Present
is the first major exhibition of photography ever
mounted at the National Gallery. It takes place in
the Sainsbury Wing temporary exhibition galleries
from 31 October 2012 to 20 January 2013, in the
adjacent cinema and at various points in the
permanent collection. It will travel to CaixaForum
Barcelona from 21 February to 19 May 2013 and
to CaixaForum Madrid from 18 June to 15
September 2013. The show includes almost 90
photographs alongside selected paintings from
the National Gallery collection. Important
historical and contemporary photographs are
coming from the Wilson Centre for Photography,
the V&A, the Tate, the National Media Museum,
Bradford, and Fundació La Caixa, Spain.
Seduced by Art: Photography Past and Present is
curated by Hope Kingsley, Curator for Education
and Collections at the Wilson Centre for
Photography, and Christopher Riopelle, Curator of
Post 1800 Paintings at the National Gallery.

Fig. 4: Richard Billingham, Hedgerow (New Forest), 2003. LightJet print mounted
on aluminium, 122 x 155 cm (framed) Southampton City Art Gallery. © The Artist,
Courtesy Anthony Reynolds Gallery, London
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Born in Brooklyn in 1913 of Jewish-Russian parentage,
Eric Estorick was an American sociologist and writer. In the
1930s he attended New York University and, whilst pursuing
his studies, he began to write and to frequent New York's
left-wing intellectual circles. Among the many influential
personalities Estorick met in those years was Alfred Stieglitz,
the photographer and founder of the 291 Gallery on Fifth
Avenue where the leading artists of the emerging avantgarde, including Gino Severini in 1917, had all shown their
work.
Stieglitz exerted a deep influence on Estorick's visual
development and, at around the same time, Eric also
regularly visited Eugene Gallatin's collection, on loan to
Washington Square College's Gallery of Living Art. Works on
show there included masterpieces by twentieth-century
European artists such as Fernand Léger, Joan MirÓ, Hans
Arp, Georges Braque, Pablo Picasso, Paul Klee, Henri
Matisse, Giorgio de Chirico and Piet Mondrian. The
experience remained impressed on Estorick's memory for
the rest of his life and, in part, provided the basis for his
decision many years later to set up the Estorick Foundation.
During the 1930s, Eric wrote for various publications and
in 1938 he began lecturing at New York University until 1941
when the United States of America entered the war.
Estorick came to Europe to complete research for his first
biography of Stafford Cripps (the British Ambassador to
Moscow at the time, and later Chancellor of the Exchequer
of the Labour Government) which was published in 1941.
After the war, Estorick returned to Europe to carry out
additional research for a second biography of Cripps and
during these trips to Europe, although his tastes were not
yet fully developed, he took his first steps in art collecting.
It was during his return journey to America in 1947,
aboard the Queen Elizabeth, that he met Salome Dessau
(1920-89), to whom he proposed ten days after their arrival
in New York. Salome was the daughter of Jewish textile
manufacturers who had left Leipzig in 1932 to settle in
England where she had studied art in London, specialising in
textile design. Her highly personal tastes in art and her
artistic education meant that Salome invariably participated
in and influenced Eric's decisions concerning the collection.
Throughout their lives, the Estoricks remained very close,
collaborating in their undertakings as collectors of art and,
later, as art dealers. Even if it was Eric's name that appeared
on the receipts and invoices, all decisions concerning
purchases for the collection were taken jointly with Salome.
Salome and Eric married in October 1947 and decided to
spend an extended honeymoon in Switzerland. During their
stay, they regularly met with Sir Stafford Cripps's daughter
Peggy. In turn, Peggy introduced them to Arthur Bryks, an
art teacher. His influence on Eric would turn out to be
particularly strong and marked the starting point for his
future activities as an art collector - more precisely, a
collector of Italian art. It was Bryks who first showed Eric the
book by Umberto Boccioni, Pittura scultura futuriste and this
meeting made Eric want to see contemporary Italian art firsthand. This casual encounter, and the fortuitous discovery of
Boccioni's book, gave rise to an impulsive passion for Italian

Gino Severini (1883-1966) Dancer (Ballerina + Sea), 1913.
Oil, gouache, black wash and pastel on board, 74 x 49 cm

art in Estorick, and in particular for the art of the Futurist
movement. He felt it close to his sensibility in its search for
new urban subject matter and in its dynamism, which
reminded him of his metropolitan youth in New York.
Bryks accompanied Estorick to Milan and introduced him
to Mario Sironi where Eric bought dozens of drawings and
paintings. Immediately after the war, it was very easy for an
American with dollars and pounds to buy works of art
cheaply in Italy. What is certain is that Eric's choices were
always influenced by his passion for figurative art and by his
interest in the work itself, over and above trends and styles.
Eric's evolution from collector to dealer was occasioned by
the circumstances of his life and career. The Estoricks had in
fact decided in the early 1950s to remain in Britain, which for
Eric meant giving up his teaching post at New York
University.
Throughout the 1950s, Eric concentrated on expanding
his collection of Italian works of art, and promoting it around
the United Kingdom through a series of exhibitions
organised in collaboration with the Arts Council. Another
important moment in the development of the collection was
his meeting with Helen Kapp, director of the Wakefield Art
Gallery, and with whom - in 1954 - Estorick organised an
Italian art exhibition. On this occasion, he travelled to Italy
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Salome Estorick

several times and bought many works, acquiring the most
important in the following two years. Rather surprisingly, the
Collection's undisputed masterpieces were mostly tracked
down in Britain, where interest in Italian art was still virtually
non-existent. The presence of Italian works in British galleries
was largely fortuitous: it was not the end result of concerted
purchasing strategies on the part of gallery owners, but was
occasioned by the high quality of individual pieces.
In 1956, the Estoricks' Italian art collection went on show
at the Tate Gallery in London; the exhibition was entitled
Modern Italian Art from the Estorick Collection which
travelled to other European and Northern American cities. In
the course of his many trips to Italy, Estorick also met Giorgio
de Chirico, Giorgio Morandi and Renato Guttuso, Massimo
Campigli and Zoran Music. Gino Severini was one of the
early Futurist artists he met in person in Paris and afterwards
in Rome and Venice. Eric and Salome's travels to Italy during
the early 1950s allowed them to meet many artists, and this
is reflected in other purchases from Marino Marini to
Giacomo Manzù, from Emilio Greco to Andrea Cascella.
Some of these works eventually made it into the Collection.
On the strength of the experience built up during his ten
years as a collector aiming to improve his collection through
dealing, Estorick decided to open in 1960 the Grosvenor
Gallery thereby transforming his passion for art into his main
occupation. In Eric and Salome's joint decision-making for
the gallery, the couple's interest in Italian art was reflected,
but also their love of French and especially Russian art. His
transformation from collector to dealer had no impact on
Estorick's understanding of the importance of the core works
of his Italian collection which remained his and went on to
form the Collection as we know it today.

Eric Estorick

The Estoricks concentrated almost exclusively on
collecting representational works of art, characterised by a
strong figurative content. Eric was not in the least drawn to
abstract art - something which may partly be explained by
the fact that his perception of colour was impaired by partial
colour-blindness. It is therefore possible that he felt drawn to
works of art that presented specific subject matter, rather
than gradations of colour that he was not able fully to
appreciate.
The Estorick Collection has been described by Sir
Nicholas Serata, Director of Tate, as "one of the finest
collections of early 20th-century Italian art anywhere in the
world". Such an accolade would have made Eric Estorick
smile.
Roberta Cremoncini was born in Florence and moved to
London in 1991 where she has worked at the Accademia
Italiana and for the American art consultancy Viart as well as
being a freelance consultant for various London-based
galleries. She joined the Estorick Collection in 1997 as
Curator, becoming Director in 2001. At the Estorick
Collection she has curated many exhibitions such as
Fortunato Depero: Carnival of Colour and Giorgio Morandi:
the Collectors' Eye. She has published many articles and
essays and is a regular contributor to various journals such as
Print Quarterly and Baseline.
The Estorick Collection is at 39A Canonbury Square, London
N1 2AN - Tel: 020 7704 9522, www.estorickcollection.com.
Opening hours: Wed-Sat 11.00-18.00, Sun 12.00-17.00.
Closed Mon, Tues. Admission £5, concessions £3.50.
Nearest station: Highbury and Islington.
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BOOK LIST
A selection of recent titles which should interest members
In Search of a Masterpiece
Christopher Lloyd
Thames & Hudson, 2011 Hardback, 496 pp, 266 illus. plus gazetteer
and website details £29.95
This is a personal selection of paintings that the author has enjoyed
in public collections during the course of his career and its purpose
is to encourage others to visit galleries and museums and enjoy the
same and further pleasures. The search begins in London but
guides the reader through the English regions and on to Wales,
Scotland, Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland. Short
outlines are given of the history of each venue and of the artists
whose works he chooses - some 266 of them. Christopher Lloyd is
an erudite and entertaining guide and his book, though bulky,
would make an ideal travelling companion. Patricia Braun
Just My Type: A Book About Fonts
Simon Garfield
Profile Books, 2010 Paperback 2011, 352 pp, Illus. throughout
£9.99
Type and typography have been an essential part of design history
since Caxton. The arrival of computers has transformed the subject
with the creation of a host of new and sometimes bizarre typefaces
at the touch of a "change font" click. Simon Garfield offers an
enjoyable and informative history, full of stories and anecdotes, and
samples more than 200 fonts from Albertus to Zapfino.
Liz Newlands
Nikolaus Pevsner: The Life
Susie Harries
Chatto & Windus, 2011 866pp, illus. b/w £30
Nikolaus Pevsner's life was passed in the world of German and
English art history in the 1920s and 1930s and its post war
development in England. Harries, who had exclusive access to
family papers, describes his life and promising career in the thriving
world of German art history between the wars before it was
wrecked by Nazi ideologies. She follows his move to England in
1933, then so backward comparatively in his fields of scholarship,
and describes his eventual hard won success here, which is
exemplified by the fact that in his achievement of showing the
British how to appreciate their own architecture, his name has
become an English noun. This comprehensive and sympathetic
biography reveals a man of generous spirit, wide-ranging expertise
and enormous enthusiasm. Jacqueline Leigh
Rossetti: Painter and Poet
J.B. Bullen
Frances Lincoln Limited Publishers, 2011, 270pp, illus. some col.
£35
As those of you who attended his course on Aestheticism will
know, Professor Bullen is as expert on the literature of his period as
he is on the art. He is therefore the ideal author to write about
Dante Gabriel Rossetti who was both painter and poet. Although
his poetry is less known today, his painting has taken its proper
place in the development of British art. In this lavishly produced
book, Bullen shows the power that Rossetti's sexuality played in
his work and on the women he loved and painted and wrote about.
The alluring images he made of them express that sexuality (Bullen
calls it libido) and his struggle to reconcile it with his spiritual
purpose, and the story of the effect of such erotic images on
contemporary society, make this an original and absorbing
biography. Jacqueline Leigh

Series: Paul Mellon Centre for Studies in British Art
The publications programme of the Centre (which is a member of the
Association of Research Institutes in Art History) involves underwriting
the production costs of publications that will make an important
contribution to the study of British art and architecture. See
www.paul-mellon-centre.ac.uk. Of the thirteen titles published in 2011
and early 2012, here is a selection:
City of Gold and Mud: Painting Victorian London
Nancy Rose Marshall
Yale, 2012 Hardback, 320pp, 60 colour images, 160 b&w illus. £45
The author discusses how artists depicted the many facets of the new
modern city of London in the 19th century - the 'gold' of wealth and the
'mud' of squalor and poverty - featuring street urchins and chimney
sweeps as well as pageantry and parks. She draws on a variety of
sources including artists' writings, arts criticism, news reports,
cartoons, tourist guides, and religious tracts.
Inigo Jones: The Architect of Kings
Vaughan Hart
Yale, 2011 Hardback, 336pp, 100 colour images, 130 b&w illus. £35
Inigo Jones is credited with introducing the classical language of
architecture to England. The author identifies the use of classical
elements in Stuart art and literature before Jones. He claims that Jones
was influenced by British arts and crafts as well as his travels in Italy,
and that he was hostile to the more opulent forms of Italian
architecture, preferring a plainer style consistent with the Puritan artistic
sensitivities of Stuart England.
The London Square: Gardens in the Midst of Town
Todd Longstaffe-Gowan
Yale, 2012 Hardback 304pp, 100 colour images, 160 b&w illus. £30
Garden squares are an important contribution to the development of
European town planning, integrating nature within the urban plan. The
author discusses the history, evolution and social implications of
squares, which have played a crucial role in the planning and expansion
of London since the early 17th century.
Vauxhall Gardens: A History
Alan Borg and David Coke
Yale, 2011 Hardback 400pp, 80 colour images, 200 b&w illus. £55
Vauxhall Gardens was the foremost pleasure garden of 18th- and 19thcentury London and became a centre for the arts, particularly the visual
arts and music. The authors reveal how Vauxhall linked high and
popular culture and attracted all levels of society.
The Eighteenth-century Church in Britain
Terry Friedman
Yale, 2011 Hardback 496pp, 185 colour images, 520 b&w illus. £60
Winner of the William M B Berger Prize for British Art History, 2012
An in-depth account of the architectural character of a vast range of
ecclesiastical buildings, including those repaired and modified during
the period. Dissenting and Catholic chapels (as well as town-house,
country-house, college and hospital chapels) and mausoleums are also
covered. The organisation of church-going activities is dealt with as well
as architecture and fittings. An accompanying CD-ROM features the
design and construction histories of 272 key ecclesiastical buildings.
Rosemary Clarke
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LECTURES
Wednesday 10 October

Lucy Peltz 'A revolution in female manners': the political portraiture of Catharine Macaulay and
Mary Wollstonecraft
Dr Lucy Peltz has been Curator of 18th Century Collections at the National Portrait Gallery since
2001. She co-curated the following exhibitions and contributed to the research and writing of their
accompanying publications: Brilliant Women: 18th-century Bluestockings (2008), Thomas
Lawrence: Regency Power and Brilliance (2010) and The First Actresses: Nell Gwyn to Sarah
Siddons (2011).

Monday 12 November

Simon Martin 'The Dance of Death': Edward Burra's dark side
Simon Martin is Head of Curatorial Services at Pallant House Gallery in Chichester, where he is
responsible for the temporary exhibitions and the significant collection of Modern British Art. He is
the author of several catalogues and books including Edward Burra (2011) and is a contributor to
the catalogue of the V&A exhibition British Design 1948-2012.

Tuesday 4 December

Antony Eastmond Art on the edge: artistic exchange between Armenians, Georgians and
Ayyubids in the thirteenth century
Dr Antony Eastmond read history at Oxford before coming to The Courtauld where he took his MA
in Byzantine art and PhD in art in medieval Georgia. After working at The Courtauld Institute and
Warwick he returned to The Courtauld as Reader in the History of Byzantine Art in 2004. He has
written extensively on Byzantine art and a monograph entitled Byzantine and East Christian Art is
due for publication in 2013.

Saturday 26 January

following the AGM which begins at 2pm
Caroline Brooke Patron and artist relations in 16th-century Renaissance Italy
Caroline Brooke was an associate lecturer at Birkbeck College for many years, and now lectures
freelance at the National Gallery, The Courtauld Institute and the V&A. Her research focuses on
drawing practices in Renaissance Italy, and she is co-author of the Universal Leonardo Project
website - www.universalleonardo.org - a fully comprehensive guide to the life and work of
Leonardo da Vinci.

Monday 11 February

Briony Llewellyn Painted embroideries: interwoven threads in the Orientalist images of John
Frederick Lewis
Briony Llewellyn is an independent scholar specialising in British artists' depictions of the Near and
Middle East. She has contributed to numerous catalogues and publications including Edward Lear
(1985), Amadeo Preziosi (1985), David Roberts (1986), The Orient Observed (1989) and Black
Victorians (2005). In 2008 she was loans consultant for Tate Britain's exhibition, Lure of the East.
She is currently working on a full-length study of Lewis's life and work.

Tuesday 12 March

Donald O'Connell The design of English medieval choir stalls
Donald O'Connell studied in the extra-mural department of Birkbeck and after retirement from the
Civil Service taught art history in the adult education sector. He has done extensive research on
medieval choir stalls and other church furniture and gave a paper on this subject at the British
Archaeological Association conference in King's Lynn in 2005. He is a tour guide at Strawberry Hill.

All lectures are at The Art Workers' Guild, 6 Queen Square, London WC1N 3AT
and, except that on 26 January, are at 6pm. Wine is served after evening lectures.

OTHER EVENTS
Saturday 24 November 2012
14-21 April 2013
Saturday 23 March 2013
Saturday 27 April 2013
Autumn and Spring terms

Study day: English medieval wall paintings: function and iconography Dr Mellie Naydenova-Slade
Study tour of Northern Tuscany based on Lucca John McNeill
Study day: The Bauhaus Dr Frank Whitford
Study visit: Broughton Castle and Canons Ashby
Six short courses will be run. Details are on page 2
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